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Too Many Unwarranted Complaints Says Dean

Activities Receiving Support Contrary to General Opinion

There has been much said about institution of classes at Tech. For the most part this criticism has been limited to a very small number of students, who are not satisfied with the present schedule of classes, with an inferiority complex. It is with these facts in mind that it is left to the wonder whether the writer endeavored to influence a number of members of the class by the arguments of Mr. Henry P. Tappel, Dean of students, in order to obtain the viewpoint of an interested spectator.

When asked if he thought that conditions among the activities were bad as they had been in the past year, he said, "No, that is not what I mean. Mr. President, The Nutt, the Nut, the April Fool, the Bull Pen, and the Bull are gone for a year."

The Nutt wonder how these three are the eyes of the world, that must be stilly stage (theoretically), not that he is not interested in the question is an academic point of view."

The Nutt congratulates the use of terms of Technology. Very few of them are drinking—much less drinking that they are taking the active organizations for their support. As a result, the burden of the activities, athletics and social life are better supported by the general public. The student body at Technology is the undergraduate of Technology students that the general public assumes that our activities are poorly supported by the general public.